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Item 2A Rev2 of the Provisional Agenda: Adoption of the Agenda

This document contains the Provisional Agenda of the Fifth Session of the Subsidiary Committee of the Meeting of States Parties to the 1970 Convention

Draft Decision: Paragraph 15
I. PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE FIFTH SESSION OF THE SUBSIDIARY COMMITTEE

OPENING SESSION

1. Opening of the Session by the Representative of the Director-General

2. Adoption of the Agenda and the Timetable
   2A. Adoption of the Agenda
   2B. Adoption of the Timetable

ELECTIONS

3. Election of the Bureau
   3A. Election of Chairperson, Four Vice-Chairpersons and a Rapporteur

REPORTS

4. Reports
   4B. Report of the Secretariat on its activities

ROLE OF EDUCATION

5. New Perspectives on Education
   5A. Report on the Role of Education in Preventing Illicit Trafficking of Cultural Property
   5B. UNITWIN Presentation

GOOD PRACTICES AND SUCCESSFUL RESTITUTIONS

6. Presentations on Good Practices and Successful Restitutions
   6A. Presentation by Norway on the Return of the Buddha Statue to Myanmar
   6B. Presentation by Egypt on Restitution Cases of Cultural Objects
   6C. Presentation by Costa Rica on National Policies for the Fight Against Illicit Trafficking

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

7. UNESCO’s Actions in Conflict Zones
   7A. Actions in Iraq
   7B. Actions in Syria
7C. Actions in Mali
7D. Actions in Yemen
7E. Actions in Libya
7F. Actions in Afghanistan

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

8. Presentations on Actions taken by UNESCO’S Partners
   8A. European Union - Presentation on Studies and Projects Relating to Prevention of Illicit Trafficking
   8B. INTERPOL – Presentation on Operation PANDORA/International Cooperation of Law Enforcement Agencies
   8C. World Customs Organization – Presentation on Means of Improving Capacities of Customs at National Level
   8D. ICOM – Presentation on the ICOM Red Lists, an Effective Tool to Protect Cultural Objects at Risk
   8E. UN Security Council Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team – Presentation on UN Security Council Resolutions Updates

PERIODIC REPORTING

9. Methodology for Periodic Reports
   9A. Proposal of an Electronic Reporting System

CLOSING SESSION

10. Provisional agenda, date and place for the 6th session of the Subsidiary Committee
11. Other business
12. Adoption of Decisions
14. Closure of the 5th Session

15. The Subsidiary Committee may wish to adopt the following draft decision:

II. DRAFT DECISION

Draft Decision: 5.SC 2A
The Subsidiary Committee,

1. **Having examined** document C70/17/5.SC/2A;

2. **Adopts** the agenda contained in the aforementioned document.